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Set-up

• I aim for a 60 minutes talk

• We have a full program

• There is no designated time for discussion at the end; if you have
questions, ask them straight-away, but be prepared that I might
postpone the answer

• Slides will be shared under https://openscience-
nijmegen.nl/_pages/os_nijmegen/ (under “Resources”)
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Overview

• What is pre-registration (recap)?

• When is pre-registration a good idea (and when not)?
• Distinguishing confirmatory and exploratory research
• Transparent workflow documentation
• A pedagogical tool stimulating clearer thinking

• Applications:
• Pre-registration without theory
• Pre-registration on secondary data
• Pre-registration on many hypotheses/ tests

• Summary
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What I promised for today
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What I will offer

• History of how pre-registration evolved in the last 10 years

• What are its problems, how might they be solved

• Overview over some recent papers, “perspicuous presentation”

• What can we learn for our own research?

• Major perspective: (social) psychology, cognitive neuroscience

• Similar implications for other social/ life sciences like economics, 
medicine, …
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Ready?



What is pre-registration?



How it all started…
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Who did it?
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How does it affect research?
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A “train wreck”?

• Open letter by Daniel Kahneman on September 26, 2012
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More systematic replication failures
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Conclusion
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Summary: Problems to solve

• Selective outcome reporting
• Selective reporting of experiments/ subjects

• Selective reporting of outcome measures

• Selective reporting of experimental groups

1. “P-hacking”/ cherry picking/ fudging
• Choose analyses/ analysis parameters based on results

2. Hypothesizing after results are known (“HARK”ing)

Kerr, 1998, PSPR; Vul et al., 2009, PoPS
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Possible solutions

• Many attempts, no perfect solution

• Pre-registration

• Data and code sharing

• Reproducibility

• Replication

• Why focus on preregistration?

• Temporal precedence: 
If the original study findings are (likely) false-positives, other means (e.g. 
reproducibility, replicability) lose their value to start with
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Definition of pre-registration

• To be on the same page

• Public, time-stamped registration in institutional registration system

• Registration predates data collection

• Contents:
1. Procedures: sample size, trial number, randomization procedure
2. Exclusion: under what conditions will data be excluded
3. Variable construction: independent and dependent variables
4. Tests and models: hypotheses, effects, statistical model, covariates, 

correction for multiple comparisons
5. Procedures in event of foreseeable problems (attrition, non-compliance, not 

enough subjects, …)

https://osf.io/tvyxz/wiki/1.%20View%20the%20Badges/; Navarro, 2020, https://psyarxiv.com/wxn58
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Popular options

• Open Science Framework (OSF): https://www.cos.io/initiatives/prereg

• As-predicted: https://aspredicted.org/

• Clinicaltrials.gov: http://clinicaltrials.gov/

• Declare Design: https://declaredesign.org/

• ….

• Registered reports

Chambers, 2013, Cortex; https://www.cos.io/initiatives/registered-reports
19
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Advantages for pre-registration
• Test a-priori hypotheses, no HARKing

• Maintain error control, no fudging

• Make study discoverable for others

• Don’t fool other people/ get fooled

• Don’t fool yourself!

• Make stronger claims:
• “As pre-registered a-priori, we found …”

• High-risk research

• Badges

• Reduce publication bias
• Make every study publicly discoverable
• Publish null findings

• Required by several agencies:
• Required by International Committee of Medical Journal Editors policy
• Required by signees of Transparency and Openness Promotion (TOP) Guidelines
• Required by grant agencies, funding bodies, study programs, … Nosek et al., 2018, PNAS
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Disadvantages for pre-registration

• Commitment: Always report confirmatory results as pre-registered
• Even if it “clutters” your paper…

• Need to put null findings out
• Even if they do not support your theory…

• Might expose weaknesses in pre-registration:
• Changes in exclusion criteria

• Changes in fitted models (e.g. due to violation of assumptions)
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Success stories

22
Kaplan & Irvin, 2015, PLoS One



Divergent opinions…
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Recent discussions
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When is pre-registration a 
good idea (and when not)?



Goals of preregistration

1. Distinguish confirmatory and exploratory research

2. Transparent workflow documentation

3. Pedagogical tool stimulating clearer thinking
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Confirmatory vs. exploratory research

• Planned vs. unplanned

• A-priori vs. post-hoc

• Prediction vs. postdiction

• Hypothesis-testing vs. hypothesis-generating

• Data-independent vs. data-contingent analysis

Nosek et al., 2018, PNAS
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Confirmatory research

1. Why do confirmatory research?
1. Test hypotheses

2. Reject null hypotheses by comparing observed p-values with set alpha levels

3. Error control (set an overall alpha level)

28
Cramer et al., 2016, PBR; Nosek et al., 2019, TICS



Exploratory research

• Data-dependent analyses, hypothesis 
generation, postdiction

• No error control (meaning of p-values unclear)

• Tukey (1977): Exploratory Data Analysis: 
description, visualization

• Parameter estimation (effect sizes)

• Exploratory reports

• Followed-up by confirmatory research 
(replication, cross-validation)
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Requirements for confirmatory research

• Pre-registration must be complete, as specific as possible
• Sample size/ power

• All data selection/ exclusion, variable constructions, included variables
• Prevent fudging

• All fitted models and tested hypotheses
• Prevent HARKing

• Analysis according to pre-registration must be reported as “the 
confirmatory results”
• Even if preferred analysis pipeline changed in the meantime (?)

• Even if a-priori pipeline doesn’t make sense in retrospect (?)
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What is suited for confirmatory research?

• Not all research

• Actually fairly little…

• Well suited:
• When effect size is known, possible to estimate power, sample size

• When analysis pipeline is established

• When hypotheses are clear (best case: one-sided)

• That includes:
• Direct replications

• “Conceptual” replications
• Depends on how conceptual
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All other cases:

- things get fairly complicated
- high chance of “things going wrong” 
along the way…

32

Conclusion: Pre-registration is complicated—thus when in 
doubt: Don’t do “it”!?!



The following slides:

- Alternatives without pre-registration
- Alternatives “with” pre-registration
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• Goal: be transparent about analytic decisions, error control

• Multiverse analysis

• Specification curves

Alternatives without pre-registration
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Nosek et al., 2019, TICS; Simonsohn, Simmons, & Nelson, 2020, NHB; Steegen, Tuerlinckx, Gelman, Vanpaemel, 2014, PoPS



A plan or a prison?

https://www.cos.io/blog/preregistration-plan-not-prison ; Navarro, 2020, https://psyarxiv.com/wxn58; Nosek et al., 2019, TICS
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II. Transparent workflow documentation

• Be transparent about deviations

• Be transparent about sequential decisions

Nosek et al., 2018, PNAS; Nosek et al., 2019, TICS
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“Update” pre-registration

• Update pre-registration (even before analyzing 
data)

• Mention all planned analyses (even if results 
not reported)

• Document all deviations from the original 
analysis plan (table, flowchart)

• Use supplementary materials

• Keep logging updates about analysis pipeline 
during the actual analyses
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Pre-registration “light”?

• Any pre-registration is better than no pre-
registration

• Incremental preregistrations (multiple stages)
• Need to ensure analyst stays “blinded”

• Pre-register decision tree
• Use Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)

Lin & Green, 2015, PS; MacCoun & Permutter, 2018, Nature; Nosek et al., 2018, PNAS; Nosek et al., 2019, TICS
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Other approaches to documentation

39
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III. Pedagogical tool stimulating 
clearer thinking
• Pre-registration is hard….

• … but many of its questions are worth thinking about!

Nosek et al., 2019, TICS
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Tools to reduce uncertainty in advance

• Simulate data
• Simulate to estimate power : 

https://github.com/debruine/lmem_sim

• Split data into training and test data set
• First exploratory, than confirmatory

• Direct replication

• Use stopping rules (maximum rules)

• Registered report: get peer review feedback

• Develop standard operating procedures (SOPs)

41
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Conclusion:

- thinking about pre-registration can lead to 
important insights for your research
- thinking about pre-registration can teach 
you relevant skills more broadly
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Pre-registration “light”^2?

• “Private“ preregistration:
• Fine to pre-register and not tell anyone (as-

predicted)

• Pre-register only for yourself (save pdf on your 
hard drive)

• Will not help against fighting the file drawer

https://aspredicted.org/
43
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Some applications



Pre-registration without theory
1. The Garden of Forking Paths

2. Getting rid of multiple comparisons

3. Postdiction



The garden of forking paths

• Many steps seem reasonable post-hoc…

• Many things need to be learned from the data,
we simply don’t know them in advance…

• How can we even know them a-priori?

46
Gelman & Loken, 2013, http://www.stat.columbia.edu/~gelman/research/unpublished/p_hacking.pdf
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Is pre-registration worthwhile?

Szollosi et al., 2020, TICS
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Deducing predictions

• Knowledge = true, justified belief (Plato, Theaetetos)

• Many analysis steps seem to be without strong justification:
• What measures to pick?

• What subjects/ trials/ data points to exclude?

• We can make such choices, but they often appear like arbitrary picks between 
multiple reasonable options

• What is the value of knowing that a phenomenon can be observed 
under coincidentally chosen conditions?
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Getting rid of multiple comparison by theory?

• If theory predicts all analysis steps (pre-processing, test selection): 
any fishing expedition exposed by theory itself

• If theory strong enough: pre-registration obsolete?
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Descriptive science

• p-values as descriptive statistics (effect size relative to sample)?

• “Observations constrain future theories”

• Is this a good way to start science?

Rozin, 2009, POPS; Szollosi et al., 2020, TICS; van Rooij & Baggio, 2020, PoPS
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Post-hoc theorizing

• Fine, but needs “as rigorous test”
• Replication

• More predictions = stronger test
• Explaining more data points

• Including old data sets

Szollosi & Donkin, 2019, psyArXiv; Szollosi et al., 2020, TICS
51

Conclusion: We are not only missing knowledge about “the data”, 
but about data generating processes itself!

Stronger theory would make obsolete pre-registration obsolete…



Pre-registration using 
secondary data



Retaining blinding

Baldwin et al., 2020, psyArXiv, Nosek et al., 2018, PNAS; van den Akker et al., 2020, psyArXiv
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Difficult questions while retaining blindness

• Initial data quality checks: What is “too far”?
• Would you proceed if data was all missing?
• Would you proceed if data was non-normally distributed?
• Would you proceed if the phenomenon is known to not hold in 

a subset of 10% of the people?
• Longitudinal projects: Would you proceed if previous waves did 

not find a certain effect?

• Transparency and reproducibility can still be facilitated if 
blindness is broken!
• Open notebook
• Log of all data-dependent decisions
• Keep on trying not to fool yourself!
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Pre-registration with many 
hypotheses/ tests



Who’s gonna right it? Who’s gonna read it?

56
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Templates

57

• Create your own lab template!

• Create your own Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)!



Pre-registration using many hypotheses

• Create a template that is varied
• Or use an existing one

• Combine them via a decision tree

• Create SOPs to reuse in the future
• Or use an existing one

• Pre-register only replications
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Increase power by avoiding multiple tests 

• Subset of data/ conditions, no omnibus tests (cluster-based tests)
• Contrasts

• Incorporate “prior knowledge” to restrict analyses (priors, regions of interest)

• Incorporate all analyses into one model that takes care of multiple 
comparisons
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Summary



Summary

• Pre registered ≠ High quality
• Pre registered = Easier for readers to judge quality
• Not the only cure, cannot stop fraud, can be ignored
• Pre-registration is only suited when confirmatory research can be conducted

• Very clear analysis plan, ideally direct/ conceptual replication

• “Light” versions of pre-registration can still facilitate transparency, 
reproducibility, error detection

• “Light versions of pre-registration can still make thus think about important 
aspects of our research and teach valuable skills

• “Light” versions suitable also for exploratory research, secondary data 
analysis, data analysis after blinding is broken…
• Transparently distinguish what you know and what you don’t know while making 

decisions!
• Don’t fool yourself
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Summary
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